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BERG Family bikes, go-karts and trampolines are robust and constructed to a high quality.  
Low investment costs and low maintenance requirements make BERG Products very attractive  
to the leisure sector around the world. In addition, our products are rigorously tested for safety.

BERG’s eye-catching products offer a unique experience around the world. For companies in the 
recreational market they are invaluable. Examples of locations where our products can be used 
are campsites, promenades, shopping centres, theme parks, commercial playgrounds and public 
parks. In short, BERG offers interesting opportunities for you! 

More information? Please visit www.bergtoys.com for more information and videos

1. Marketing and promotional materials

Use promotional materials in the right way to further increase 
your sales. BERG will be pleased to help and has various 
marketing and promotional materials available for you. These 
materials include displays, beach flags, key rings, pens and 
footballs. We also have a go-kart track available. Ask your contact 
person for the current product range. 

2. Media bank

BERG has a media bank with images and videos. This media bank 
contains all the product information, images and videos that you 
need to communicate with your target group.

3. Expert support

Our Sales Managers have extensive experience with the market 
and can give you some handy tips when starting up your own 
company or when placing BERG Products on the market.

4. Warranty

A warranty period of 1 year for the frame and parts applies to 
BERG Products for the rental market. The warranty does not 
cover wear parts. 

BERG offers your company opportunities 

BERG Testimonials: 
The experience of our partners 

1. Marketing and 
promotional materials

2. Media bank 3. Expert support 4. Warranty

“BYKY started a rental station in 2005 with a number 

of BERG Go-karts on the beach. The people were very 

enthusiastic and demand was high! This encouraged 

us to set up more rental stations.”

“A rental business will quickly become profitable, 

mainly because it requires a relatively low 

investment for a stable income. Moreover, go-karts 

are suitable for everyone, which means there is a 

very large target group.”

“In recent years, we have achieved approximately 

2,000 rental hours in the peak season. The tourists 

and the people in the neighbourhood love  

BERG Go-karts, but also BERG Trampolines!”

“We have been using BERG Products for a while 

now and I can say that we have made the right 

choice. Rough terrain is no problem at all for 

BERG Go-karts.”

Dubai: 
BYKY Sport & Leisure
Equipment

Malaysia: 
Mr Low Hong Jie 

Norway: 
Motorikpark & 
rental campsite

Spain: 
Formula Outdoor Karting

BERG's service
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Investment 
& return
BERG Products offer your 
guests - young and old -  
a fantastic, active and, o�en, 
an entirely new experience! 
In addition, you will realise 
a quick return on your 
investment. 

Start-up costs
There are various start-up options. Various products are 
available for every location and every purpose. Starting 
your own rental station with BERG Products requires a 
modest investment. The products last for many years 
and require little maintenance. In short, this is a smart 
investment.

Rental example: 
Below you will find some calculation examples for the 
rental of BERG Products. The purchase price is not 
included in these calculations.

Model Rental price Expected sales
Average maintenance

costs
Average income**

60 min. 30 min. 30 hours x 20 weeks * per year per year

1 BERG Gran Tour € 10 € 6 € 7.200 € 50 € 7.150

1 BERG X-Cross € 7 € 5 € 6.000 € 40 € 5.960

1 BERG Buddy Pro € 5 € 3 € 3.600 € 40 € 3.560

1 BERG Beach wagon € 3 € 2 € 2.400 € 10 € 2.390

20 min. 10 min. 30 ours x 20 weeks * year year

1 BERG Eite  € 3 € 2 € 7.200 € 15 € 7.185

Limited investment
• 5-7 small go-karts
• 6-10 large go-karts 
• 2-4 family bikes 

Gross investment: 
€8,000 – €10,000**    

Excellent income
• Suitable for various  

business opportunities 
• Return on investment: 1 season 

 
Average profit: 
€4,000 – €9,000 per year**    

Low maintenance costs
• Fewer wear parts  

means fewer replacements 

Annual investment: 
+/- 5% of total investment per year**     

Good residual value 
• Go-karts usable for 3-5 years

• Sell the go-karts at a discount  
a¥er 2-3 seasons for extra profit

• Keep your product range up to date
 
Extra profit from old go-karts:  
25% - 60%**     

** According to our own research in 2016

* based on rental price of 30/10 min

1
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Theme parks
You can offer BERG Go-karts or 
Trampolines as an extra valuable 
attraction for your park. In short, BERG 
Go-karts and Trampolines offer many 
possibilities, resulting in income for you. 

✓ Extra attraction for your park

✓ Ideal for cordoned off areas

✓ BERG Products retain their value

You can easily offer a unique 
experience on promenades or in other 
public places with BERG Go-karts and 
Trampolines. These products can easily 
be rented out for short periods of  
15-60 minutes for some amazing fun. 

✓ Purchase possible from 1 product 

✓ High return on investment 

✓ Quick cash flow

Promenades and parks

Would you like to offer entertainment 
in a shopping centre? Purchasing 
BERG Products can be as elaborate r 
as simple as your space, budget and 
needs allow.

✓ A unique experience for your visitors 
✓ Purchase possible in combination with 

the BERG Go-kart track 
✓ Earn your investment back in  

just a few weeks

Shopping centres

Campsites are ideal places to offer a 
unique experience with BERG Go-karts  
or Trampolines without having to make  
a large investment. It could also 
generate a nice income for you.

✓ Rent out go-karts per day or per week

✓ Ideal for riding freely around the 
campsite or park

✓ Low maintenance and lots of fun

Campsites

  INCOME

  G
O
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XL Frame BFR
All large BERG Go-karts have a BFR system. BFR stands for: Brake, 
Freewheel and Reverse. The BFR system allows you to brake using the 
pedals, but also reverse immediately a¥er coming to a standstill. In 
addition, the freewheel ensures that the pedals remain stationary 
while the wheels are turning. This combination of techniques ensures 
safety at all times when driving on your go-kart. 

XXL Frame BFR
Thanks to the BERG XXL-BFR Frame, go-karting for 
taller people is even more fun! The XXL-BFR frame has 
the standard BFR system, but with a reinforced and 
extended frame. The main difference is that the XXL 
Frame has two extra positions at the back of the 
frame, so there are eight different positions instead 
of six. This ensures that taller people can sit better 
and more comfortably in the go-kart.

✓  The harder you pedal, the more support  
you will get from the centre motor with  
torque sensor 

✓  The E-Frame is based on the (specifications)  
of the XXL frame, therefore suitable as well  
for taller people

✓  Adjustable seat with 8 positions so that children 
and adults alike can drive around on this go-kart

✓ System voltage: 24V
✓  Unique BFR system allowing the user to brake 

and when stationary pedal backwards 
✓ Maximum speed: 16 km/h
✓  Good for at least 6-8 hours of riding pleasure*  

*under ideal circumstances

The E-BFR Frame is a frame for children age 6 and up.  
The E-BFR frame is electrically assisted: the harder you  
pedal, the more assistance you will get from the motor.  
The extra large frame and the two extra seat positions make 
the go-kart suitable for both children and adults.

XXL Frame E-BFR
Frame explanation

250W engine
With torque sensor

24V/240Wh 
Removable battery

Adjustable seat with 8 positions so that children 
and adults alike can drive around on this go-kart

Unique BFR system allowing the user to brake 
and when stationary pedal backwards 

Good for at least 6-8 hours of riding pleasure* 

250W engine
With torque sensor

24V/240Wh 
Removable battery

BERG Hybrid E-BFR
Art. 07.45.09 | Age 6 and up

LCD Display with 
Speedometer and  
distance meter,  
battery capacity

Go-kart XL-BFR XXL-BFR XXL-E-BFR

BERG Extra Sport Blue 07.10.01 07.15.01 07.45.01
BERG Extra Sport Red 07.10.12 07.15.12 07.45.12
BERG Race GTS 07.10.14 07.15.14 07.45.14
BERG X-Plore 07.10.03 07.15.03 07.45.03
BERG Black Edition 07.10.05 07.15.05 07.45.05
BERG Safari* 07.10.07 07.15.07 07.45.07
BERG X-Cross 07.10.08 07.15.08 07.45.08
BERG John Deere 07.11.00 07.16.00 07.46.00
BERG CLAAS 07.11.01 07.16.01 07.46.01
BERG Case IH 07.11.02 07.16.02 07.46.02
BERG New Holland 07.11.03 07.16.03 07.46.03
BERG Fendt 07.11.04 07.16.04 07.46.04
BERG DEUTZ-FAHR 07.11.05 07.16.05 07.46.05
Jeep® Revolution pedal go-kart 07.11.06 07.16.06 07.46.06
BERG X-Treme - 07.15.09 -
BERG Hybrid - - 07.45.09

The large BERG Go-karts (5+/6+), are available with four different frames. 
You can choose for a standard system, a frame with three gears, an extra 
long frame or an electrically assisted frame. 

* As long as stock lasts

All large BERG Go-karts have a BFR system. BFR stands for: Brake, 
Freewheel and Reverse. The BFR system allows you to brake using the 
pedals, but also reverse immediately a¥er coming to a standstill. In 
addition, the freewheel ensures that the pedals remain stationary 
while the wheels are turning. This combination of techniques ensures 
safety at all times when driving on your go-kart. 

XXL Frame BFR
Thanks to the BERG XXL-BFR Frame, go-karting for 
taller people is even more fun! The XXL-BFR frame has taller people is even more fun! The XXL-BFR frame has 
the standard BFR system, but with a reinforced and 
extended frame. The main difference is that the XXL 
Frame has two extra positions at the back of the 
frame, so there are eight different positions instead 
of six. This ensures that taller people can sit better 
and more comfortably in the go-kart.
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BERG X-Plore BFR
Art. 07.10.03  | Age 5 and up

Unique BFR system allowing the 
user to brake and, when stationary, 

pedal backwards

Adjustable seat so that both 
children and adults can ride  
around on this go-kart

BERG Extra Sport Blue BFR
Art. 07.10.01 | Age 5 and up

BERG X-Cross BFR
Art. 07.10.08 | Age 5 and up

BERG Buddy Pro
Art. 28.24.00  | 3-8 years

A uniform look & feel for your company!  
The Buddy Pro, X-Cross, X-Treme, 
Duo Chopper BF and Gran Tour are all 
available in the same orange colour. 

Special design aimed at 
the 3-8 years age range

Reinforced knuckle 
means less 
maintenance

Special durable 
rubber tyres that go 

that extra mile

BERG Duo Chopper BF
Art. 07.12.00  | Age 5 and up

Optional:

BERG Passenger 

seat

Optional:

BERG Passenger 

seat

Unique BFR system allowing the user to brake 
and, when stationary, pedal backwards

U-bracket on seat frame to 
keep the seat firmly in place

Extremely small turning circle

This cool go-kart offers  
room for two people

Unique BFR system allowing the user to brake 
and, when stationary, pedal backwards

Reinforced steering rod 
ideal for intensive use

seat

Unique BFR system allowing the user to brake 

seat

BERG Extra Red BFR
Art. 07.10.11 | Age 5 and up

Also 
available: 

BERG Basic Red BFR
Art. 07.10.10  | Age 5 and up

Also 
available: 

The model shown is displayed with a passenger seat. This can be ordered separately.

Only available in BF version.  

Art. 07.10.10  | Age 5 and up

NEW:
Now with 
standard  

block tires!
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Jeep® Revolution pedal go-kart BFR
Art. 07.11.06 | Age 5 and up

Also available as Fendt, Claas, Deutz Fahr, New Holland en Case-IH

Unique BFR system allowing the user to brake 
and, when stationary, pedal backwards

Durable bearings

Extra strong 
welding seams for 

intensive use

U-bracket on seat frame to 
keep the seat firmly in place

Thick rubber pneumatic tyres

Jeep, the Jeep grille and related logos, vehicle model na-
mes and trade dress are trademarks of FCA US LLC and 
used under license by BERG Toys. ©2019 FCA US LLC.

BERG John Deere BFR
Art. 07.11.00 | Age 5 and up

BERG Safari BFR*
Art. 07.10.07 | Age 5 and up

* As long as stock lasts

BERG X-Cross BFR
Art. 07.10.08  | Age 5 and up

BERG  Gran Tour Offroad 4 Seats
Art. 29.07.30 

The model shown is displayed with a sunroof. This can be ordered separately.

Swing axle for  
optimum road-holdingChain tension easy 

to adjust

BERG  Duo Coaster BFR
Art. 07.17.00 | available mid-2020

Adjustable seats
18'' all terrain pneumatic tyres

with long lifespan 

Robust frame
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BERG  Gran Tour Racer 4 Seats 
Art. 29.07.40 

The model shown is displayed with a sunroof. 
This can be ordered separately.

Handbrake and parking 
brake on the rear wheels

Special durable 
rubber tyres that  
go that extra mile

Room for 4 persons

The freewheel function  
ensures safe driving

Robust frame  

BERG Large Trailer
Art. 18.08.00

BERG Steel Trailer
Art. 18.08.02

BERG Tandem Trailer XL 
Art. 18.08.04

Tandem Trailer XL

BERG  Gran Tour Racer 4 Seats
Art. 29.07.40 

The freewheel function 
ensures safe driving

BERG Sunroof Gran Tour
Art. 29.41.25 

Also 
available: 

Art. 29.41.25 

Accessories
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BERG Rubber Go-kart 
bumper
Art. 15.08.28

BERG
bumper
Art. 15.08.28

BERG Flag + Fitting
Art. 50.99.42 + 56.09.03

Original BERG Accessories and components 
guarantee quality and safety.

View our product range at:
BERGTOYS.COM

The model shown is displayed with a passenger seat. This can be ordered separately.

BERG Dempy
Art. 25.17.00

BERG Beach wagon L
Art. 18.07.10
BERG Beach wagon L
Art. 18.07.10

BERG Beach wagon XL
Art. 18.07.17
BERG Beach wagon XL
Art. 18.07.17

BERG  Passenger seat
Available in various colours
Max passenger seat load weight is 30 kg. 
The BERG Passenger seat does not fit on the 
BERG GO2, BERG Buzzy 2-in-1, BERG Buzzy, 
BERG Reppy, BERG Buddy, BERG Rally, Jeep® 
Adventure pedal go-kart, Ford Mustang GT 
pedal go-kart or BERG Compact.

The model shown is displayed with a Western Cover.  
This can be ordered separately.
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Model Art.

BERG Elite InGround Green 330 37.51.07.00
BERG Elite InGround Green 380 37.52.07.00
BERG Elite InGround Green 430 37.54.07.00
BERG Elite InGround Red 330 37.51.00.00
BERG Elite InGround Red 380 37.52.00.00
BERG Elite InGround Red 430 37.54.00.00
BERG Elite InGround Grey 330 37.51.03.00
BERG Elite InGround Grey 380 37.52.03.00
BERG Elite InGround Grey 430 37.54.03.00

BERG Elite InGround

BERG Elite FlatGround

Model Art.

BERG Elite FlatGround Grey 330 38.31.03.00
BERG Elite FlatGround Grey 380 38.32.03.00
BERG Elite FlatGround Grey 430 38.34.03.00

Due to the diagonally 
placed TwinSpring Gold 
springs you can make 

better and safer jumps over 
the entire trampoline. 

The AirFlow jumping mat allows 
50% more air permeation. This 
ensures less resistance while 
jumping, which is why you can 

make higher jumps.

Made of the best material so that 
the protective edge is perfectly 

protected from the sun. The 
protective edge is suitable for 
intensive use and is extra safe.

Due to the diagonally The AirFlow jumping mat allows The AirFlow jumping mat allows The net, which is attached to 
the protective edge, prevents 

children, animals and toys from 
getting under the trampoline.

High-end glossy finish

The high quality and the UV blockers 
make the protective edge extremely UV 
resistant. As a result, discolouration of 
the protective edge is minimised and it 

remains attractive for many years

Due to the diagonally 
placed TwinSpring Gold 
springs you can make 
better and safer jumps 

over the entire trampoline. 

The AirFlow jumping mat allows 
50% more air permeation.  

This ensures less resistance 
while jumping, which is why you 

can make higher jumps.

Made of the best material so that 
the protective edge is perfectly 

protected from the sun. The 
protective edge is suitable for 
intensive use and is extra safe.

Due to the diagonally The AirFlow jumping mat allows The AirFlow jumping mat allows The rectangular tubular 
frame is very strong and of 
high quality. As a result, the 

trampoline remains stationary 
and noiseless.

Trampolines

The Elite FlatGround has a special 
noice-reducing strap underneath 
the padding. This prevents the 
padding from rattling against 
the jumping mat and enables 

you to make quite jumps.

The Elite FlatGround has a special 
noice-reducing strap underneath 
the padding. This prevents the 
padding from rattling against 
the jumping mat and enables 

SCAN QR CODE  
for information regarding  

regulations for trampolines  
public use.  

& TWINSPRING

POWERED BY

& TWINSPRING

POWERED BY
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BERG Grand Elite InGround 
Art. 30.43.25.30 

BERG Ultim Elite FlatGround 

The patented frame is easy  
to assemble and install

The rectangular tubular frame is 
very strong and of high quality. As 
a result, the trampoline remains 

stationary and noiseless

The FlatGround trampoline has a special 
noise-reducing strap underneath the 

protective edge. This prevents the protective 
edge from rattling against the jumping mat 
and enables you to make super quiet jumps

The gapless protective edge consists of 
one continuous piece of foam.  

This ensures complete protection of  
the springs and the frame

Due to the diagonally 
placed TwinSpring Gold 
springs you can make 
better and safer jumps 

over the entire trampoline. 

The AirFlow jumping mat allows 
50% more air permeation.  

This ensures less resistance 
while jumping, which is why you 

can make higher jumps.

Made of the best material so 
that the protective edge is 

perfectly protected from the sun. 
The protective edge is suitable 

for intensive use and  
is extra safe.

Its shape ensures that you 
can make nice jumps across 

the entire length of the 
trampoline and that it fits 
perfectly in your garden.

Made of the best material so The AirFlow jumping mat allows Made of the best material so Its shape ensures that you Its shape ensures that you 

Due to the diagonally 
placed TwinSpring Gold 

springs you can make better 
and safer jumps over the  

entire trampoline. 

The oval shape combines the 
efficient strength of a round 
frame with the large jumping 

surface of a rectangular 
trampoline. 

The AirFlow jumping mat allows 
50% more air permeation. This 
ensures less resistance while 
jumping, which is why you can 

make higher jumps.

Made of the best material so that 
the protective edge is perfectly 

protected from the sun. The 
protective edge is suitable for 
intensive use and is extra safe.

The oval shape combines the Made of the best material so that The AirFlow jumping mat allows Made of the best material so that Due to the diagonally The AirFlow jumping mat allows 

The net, which is attached to the 
protective edge, prevents children, 

animals and toys from getting 
under the trampoline

The protective edge is extremely 
UV resistant and remains 
attractive for many years

High-end glossy finish

Trampolines

Due to the diagonally The AirFlow jumping mat allows 

& TWINSPRING

POWERED BY

& TWINSPRING

POWERED BY

Model Art.

BERG Ultim Elite FlatGround Black 500 32.41.25.40
BERG Ultim Elite FlatGround Grey 500 32.41.25.30



BERGTOYS.COM

BERG reserves the absolute right to make changes to the products described and/or depicted in this brochure. No part of this brochure may be reproduced without written 
permission from BERG. Printing and typesetting errors reserved. Art No. 49.68.02.10. Copyright BERG Toys B.V. 2019-2020.

Want to know more about our go-karts  
and trampolines for public use? 
Please visit BERGTOYS.COM/B2B-EN or scan the QR code.




